HARRIET HARRISS | DESIGN MATTERS LECTURE
| NOVEMBER 26 | 12PM MST

Friday at 12pm! Join us online for "Architects after Architecture", a lecture from the Pratt Institute's Dr. Harriet Harriss.

Register→
EVICT RADON NATIONAL STUDY | SAPL + CUMMING SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
ICYMI: The Evict Radon Research Study, a multidisciplinary UCalgary partnership, released its report this week. SAPL associate dean (research and innovation) Joshua Taron talks about the need for radon mitigation in the build code.
Learn More→

DOCTOR OF DESIGN INFO SESSION DECEMBER 3 | 8AM MST
SAPL offers Canada's first post-professional, design-based doctoral degree for mid-career practitioners. The three-year, online program allows students to identify and develop innovations that reconsider the status quo ways cities, landscapes and communities are designed, built and operated. Join us for an info session or tell a friend!
Learn More→

SAH ANNUAL CONFERENCE | STUDENT DIVERSITY FELLOWSHIP | DECEMBER 15
Interested in architectural history? The SAH is offering a stipend to attend its conference, a one-year digital membership and mentorship from a senior scholar. Three applicants will be selected.
Learn More→

SAPL STUDENT ASSOCIATION HOLIDAY PARTY | DECEMBER 17
Students! Come, celebrate the end of the semester and share some holiday cheer with your classmates. Tickets are $25/person. Dress up in formal attire, bring a guest and don’t forget your government-issued ID, proof of vaccination/negative test result/medical exemption.
Sign up→

NORTHEAST PUBLIC ART INITIATIVE | CITY OF CALGARY | DECEMBER 24
The City of Calgary is accepting applications for three functional public art projects in northeast Calgary. Artists interested in creating a bike rack, bench or picnic table are encouraged to apply. This project is open to all artists who work, live, play or have strong ties to northeast Calgary.
Learn More→

RAIC INTERNATIONAL PRIZE | JANUARY 14
MArch students! Apply by January 14 for a chance at three $5,000 scholarships.
Submit an essay that explains how a work of architecture can be transformative.

Learn More→

**GRADUATE AWARD COMPETITION | JANUARY 21**

The UCalgary Graduate Award Competition is now accepting applications. The GAC encompasses a broad range of awards funded by donors and the University of Calgary. Visit the link to learn more about eligibility criteria and submit your application by January 21.

Learn More→

**SCHOLARSHIPS | LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE FOUNDATION | FEBRUARY 1**

MLA students! The LAF is accepting applications for their 2022 awards from students enrolled in American or Canadian universities. They are giving out $150,000 in 16 awards. Good luck!

Learn More→

**OLEDS GO DESIGN COMPETITION | DEZEEN + LG | DECEMBER 20**

Deezen + LG are offering €88,000 in prizes for the top 5 designs that incorporate small to medium OLED displays (27-55 inches diagonally) that provide new experiences and enhance people's changing lives. This contest is open to anyone over the age of 18 in any country in the world!

Learn More→

**VIVEK SHANDAS | FAHRENHEIT 911: HEAT, CITIES & CLIMATE LITERACY | DECEMBER 8 AT 10AM MST**

Shandas will examine differential climate-induced impacts on urban residents, including those who have been historically marginalized from decision making processes. Recordings from previous lectures in the Virtual Colloquium available here.

Learn More→
COMPLE(X)ITY: DATA, DISCOVERY AND DESIGN EXHIBITION | CALGARY CENTRAL LIBRARY | OCTOBER 20-DECEMBER 30
If you're near the downtown library, pop in to the Create Space to see "Comple(x)ity: Data, Discovery and Design. The exhibit, curated by the Center for Civilization and led by SAPL professor Alberto de Salvatierra, features work from the Civic Commons Catalyst initiative and the ARCH 675 and ARCH 506 graduate students.
Learn More about CCC→

UNIVERSITY OF CALGARY TEACHING AWARDS | MARCH 2022
Know an outstanding educator? Want to nominate them for a teaching award? The Taylor Institute is accepting nomination submissions until March 3, 2022. New this year: the award for Indigenous Ways of Knowing.
Learn More→